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Progress and potential

Despite the rapid improvement in

efficiencies, achieving long-term

reliable perovskite light-emitting

diodes (PeLEDs) remains

challenging, which impedes their

practical applications. Further

improvements in stability require

a more fundamental

understanding of the dominant

degradation pathways in state-of-

the-art PeLEDs. Here, we

demonstrate that the halide

vacancies generated at

perovskite/hole transport

interface during device operation

are critical to electroluminescence

quenching. This is on the basis of
SUMMARY

One of the most critical challenges in perovskite light-emitting di-
odes (PeLEDs) lies in poor operational stability. Although field-
dependent ion migration is believed to play an important role in
the operation of perovskite optoelectronic devices, a complete un-
derstanding of how it affects the stability of PeLEDs is still missing.
Here, we report a unique self-repairing behavior that the electrolu-
minescence of moderately degraded PeLEDs can almost completely
restore to their initial performance after resting. We find that the
accumulated halides within the hole transport layer undergo back-
diffusion toward the surface of the perovskite layer during resting,
repairing the vacancies and thus resulting in electroluminescence re-
covery. These findings indicate that one of the dominant degrada-
tion pathways in PeLEDs is the generation of halide vacancies at
perovskite/hole transport layer interface during operation. We
thus further passivate this key interface, which results in a high
external quantum efficiency of 22.8% and obviously improved oper-
ational stability.
our deep understanding of an

intriguing self-repairing

phenomenon; that is, moderately

degraded devices can almost

completely restore to their initial

performance after storage. We

also note that this behavior is

helpful to greatly enhance the

reliability of PeLEDs in practical

applications. Our findings provide

a guideline for more targeted

material and device optimization,

highlighting the importance of the

interface between the perovskites

and hole transport layers.
INTRODUCTION

Metal halide perovskite light-emitting diodes (PeLEDs) have achieved considerable

progress during the last several years, with external quantum efficiencies (EQEs)

rapidly exceeding 20%.1–7 Despite recent advances in the efficiency, the reliability

of PeLEDs remains a major obstacle, with operational lifetime as short as from

several minutes to dozens of hours.1,8,9 The poor stability of PeLEDs has been largely

ascribed to Joule heating-induced material decomposition,10–12 redox reaction be-

tween lead cations and diffusive Al0,13,14 as well as the environmental factors such as

water or oxygen penetration.15,16 In addition, based on previous investigations of

perovskite solar cells, field-dependent ion migration and relevant material/interfa-

cial degradation have been regarded as the most critical factors limiting the reli-

ability of PeLEDs.17–21 As such, there have been extensive efforts to improve the

operational lifetime by immobilizing the ions, including perovskite composition en-

gineering,22 defect passivation, and construction of mixed-dimensional struc-

tures.3,5,23–25 Nevertheless, a deep understanding of how ion-drifting influences

PeLEDs’ performance in detail remains missing, hindering targeted material design

and device optimization for further improvement of the operational lifetime.

Here, we demonstrate that one of the dominant degradation pathways in state-of-

the-art PeLEDs is the formation of halide vacancies at perovskite/hole transport layer

(HTL) interface, resulting from field-dependent ion motion. This finding is firmly
3710 Matter 4, 3710–3724, November 3, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
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based on our investigations on a unique self-repairing behavior in PeLEDs; that is,

moderately degraded PeLEDs can almost completely recover to their initial perfor-

mance after storage. Notably, the repeatable performance recovery at room tem-

perature can help to enhance the long-term reliability of PeLEDs in practical appli-

cations, as the light-emitting diodes (LEDs) usually work intermittently rather than

continuously. By performing a variety of characterizations, we establish the correla-

tions between interfacial defect generation and field-dependent ion drift as well as

between self-healing and ion back-diffusion, highlighting the importance of the

interface between the perovskite and HTL on the device stability. We further

passivate this critical interface and achieve PeLEDs with both high efficiency and

much enhanced stability.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Self-repairing in PeLEDs

Self-recovery of performance has been previously reported in perovskite photovol-

taics, where the decreased short circuit current density caused by light irradiation

can completely restore to the initial values after short-time storage (<1 min).26

Similar behavior is also visible in perovskite single crystals where the photo-gener-

ated defects can be self-healed within several hours, leading to the recovery of

photoluminescence (PL).27 The mechanisms underlying these phenomena are still

under debate. Theoretical calculations point out the key roles of small polarons

and/or defect-trapped excitons.26,28 Although self-recovery has been reported in

photo-induced degradation, it has been rarely investigated in electrically driven

PeLEDs.

We investigate two types of perovskite emitters: 2,20-[oxybis(ethylenoxy)]diethylamine

(ODEA)-passivated formamidinium (FA+) lead tri-iodide (FAPbI3) and NMA2FAnPbI3n+1
perovskites with FA+ as the cations and 1-naphthylmethylammonium iodide (NMAI) as

the organic spacers.5,6,29 The former are referred to as ODEA devices, and the latter

are referred to as NMAI devices. These two PeLEDs represent two prevailing perovskite

emitters based on three-dimensional (3D) and mixed-dimensional perovskites, respec-

tively. We prepare PeLEDs with an architecture of indium tin oxide (ITO)/polyethyleni-

mine ethoxylated: zinc oxide nanocrystals (ZnO:PEIE)/perovskite/poly(9,9-dioctyl-fluo-

rene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)diphenyl-amine) (TFB)/molybdenum oxide (MoO3)/Au

(Figure 1A). To avoid damage from solvent vapor residues in the glovebox to the Pe-

LEDs,most of the devices discussed herewere encapsulated and kept in cleanN2 atmo-

sphere. The temperature in theglovebox is around20�C–25�C.Unless otherwise stated,
we use a large constant current density of 100 mA cm�2 to measure the maximum EQE

valuesandacceleratedevicedegradation, considering that it is amongthe largest values

giving thepeakperformanceas indicatedbycurrentdensity-EQE (J-EQE) characteristics

(Figure S1). The half-operational lifetime (T50) from batch to batch is typically within the

range of 15–50 min for ODEA devices and 10–20 min for NMAI cases at 100 mA cm�2.

After degradation, both types of device show self-recovery during the resting period

(devices were turned off) in the glovebox at room temperature. As shown in Figures

1B and 1C, devices degraded to 50% of the initial values (day 0) display continuous

EQE enhancements with prolonging the resting time, eventually leading to almost

complete performance recovery (over 90% of its initial values) after 10 days. The

characteristics of current density-voltage (J-V) curves are mostly preserved, and no

shift of electroluminescence (EL) spectra is visible (Figure S1). In addition, we note

that the self-recovery behavior is repeatable for the same device. In Figure 1D we

show the self-recovery of a typical ODEA-device measured for three cycles. In
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Figure 1. PeLEDs and recoverable EL

(A) A schematic diagram of the device structure.

(B and C) Peak EQE evolution of degraded ODEA (B) and NMAI (C) devices with storage time (measured at 100 mA cm�2). The error bars represent the

standard deviation extracted from five devices on the same ITO substrate. The boxes show the region containing 25%–75% of the data point; the lines

and the squares in the boxes indicate the mean values and median values, respectively; the top and bottom lines out of the boxes suggest the maximum

and minimum values, respectively; the curves denote the Gaussian distribution.

(D) Multi-cycles of device aging (measured at 10 mA cm�2) and recovery at room temperature. Both aging and recovery procedures take 12 h in each

cycle.
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each cycle (24 h), the device is first operated at a constant current density of 10 mA

cm�2 for 12 h, followed by resting for another 12 h. Encouragingly, the performance

can be recovered to the initial value in all the cycles. The repeatable self-repairing is

attractive for long-term reliability from the practical point of view, where the LEDs

usually work intermittently rather than continuously.

To determine whether the self-recovery behavior arises from the intrinsic properties

of perovskites, we perform a series of experiments to exclude the potential

interfering factors in terms of atmosphere, perovskite compositions, and device

structures.30,31 We observe a similar performance recovery after resting the half-

degraded devices in vacuum (Figure S2), excluding the possible effect from the at-

mosphere. We also fabricate PeLEDs with different device structures and perovskite

compositions; that is, a p-i-n architecture of ITO/poly(9-vinylcarbazole) (PVK)/green

emissive perovskite/2,20,2"-(1,3,5-benzinetriyl)-tris(1-phenyl-1-H-benzimidazole)

(TPBi)/Al. Here, the green emissive perovskite is a mixed-dimensional CsPbBr3
with phenethylammonium bromide (PEABr) as the spacer layers.32 As shown in

Figure S3, the degraded devices also present performance recovery (from 65% of

its initial EQE to 80% after resting), although it is not as significant as that in n-i-p de-

vices. Previous reports have suggested that thermal diffusion of Al atoms toward the

perovskite layer leads to the formation of Pb0 due to the redox reaction.13,14 The

presence of an additional irreversible degradation pathway might be the reason

that p-i-n devices show less significant performance recovery.
3712 Matter 4, 3710–3724, November 3, 2021



Figure 2. Defect physics in different types of devices

(A–F) Derivatives of temperature-dependent capacitance versus frequency plots for ODEA (A–C) and NMAI (D–F) devices. Here, fresh (A and D), half-

degraded (B and E), and recovered devices (C and F) are characterized. The sets of capacitive response are labeled as g, b, and a. The color changes

from blue to red represent the temperature variations from 240 K to 300 K in 5 K increments. For all the tests an AC voltage with amplitude of 20 mV was

applied.

(G–I) Mobile ion concentration (Ni) deduced by the TAS results: (G) g in ODEA devices, (H) b and (I) g in NMAI devices.
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Characterizations of trap states and mobile ions

The decreases in device performance are generally associated with defect genera-

tion caused by material degradation under electrical bias. We thus perform thermal

admittance spectroscopy (TAS) on fresh, half-degraded, and recovered devices.

Both ODEA and NMAI devices are investigated. By varying the frequency (u) of an

applied alternating voltage at different temperatures, the capacitance (C) response

of mobile ionic species and defects can be probed. It allows us to deduce the param-

eters of electronic defects in the high-frequency region and mobile ions in the low-

frequency region.33,34 We show the capacitance-frequency (C-f) characteristics in

Figure S4 and the plots of derivatives (-udC/du versus u) in Figures 2A–2F. In brief,

we observe the appearance of three sets of response peaks associated with different

frequencies and temperatures in the fresh NMAI devices (Figure 2D), but only one in

the fresh ODEA devices (Figure 2A). The sets of signatures are labeled g, b, and a,

which correspond to the slow capacitive responses at high temperatures, and mod-

erate and fast responses at low temperatures, respectively, as shown in the Arrhenius

plots (Figure S5).
Matter 4, 3710–3724, November 3, 2021 3713



Table 1. Parameters of the electronic defect awith activation energy EA capture cross section s

and trap density Nt for half-degraded samples

Half-degraded devices EA [eV] s [cm2] Nt [cm
�3]

NMAI 0.24 9.5 3 10�18 2.631015

ODEA 0.25 1.3 3 10�17 2.731015
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To distinguish the nature of capacitive responses in TAS results (that is, either from

mobile ionic species or electronic defects), we perform deep-level transient spec-

troscopy (DLTS) with injection pulses from zero to forward bias and additionally

with opposite pulse conditions (R-DLTS).35,36 While the rate of ion drifting has little

dependence on the pulse direction, the capture and emission rates of charge car-

riers trapped in electronic defects differ significantly. Given that fresh NMAI devices

show all the three sets of responses (g, b, and a), we studied them more closely. By

varying the temperature, all the responses in NMAI devices were characterized (Fig-

ure S6) and assigned according to the Arrhenius plots (Figure S7). As shown in the

boxcar evaluation of DLTS and R-DLTS (Figure S6), the responses for g and b occur

on comparable time scales in both DLTS and R-DLTS measurements. These results

confirm that both originate frommobile ionic species, consistent with the TAS results

that these responses emerge in the lower frequency region. In contrast, the capture

rate of a in R-DLTS is one order of magnitude faster than the emission rate shown in

DLTS, implying that the a responses in TAS arise from electronic defects.

Notably, the signatures of electronic states (a) are much more prominent in half-

degraded NMAI devices and become discernible in ODEA cases (Figures 2B and

2E). Accordingly, we deduce the defect parameters of a including activation energy

(EA), capture cross section (s), and trap density (Nt), which are summarized in Table 1.

The low EA values for both NMAI (�0.24 eV) and ODEA devices (�0.25 eV) indicate

the shallow nature of these trap states. The s and Nt values are �10�17 cm2 and

�1015 cm�3 for both cases, respectively, which are in a typical range as previously

reported for hybrid perovskites.37,38 In contrast, the a signals in recovered devices

(Figures 2C and 2F) are as low as their respective fresh counterparts, and both are

not distinct enough to give good signal to noise ratio and thus are hard to use to

accurately determine reliable defect parameters. Nevertheless, these results clearly

suggest that the generated electronic defect states in the degraded samples un-

dergo self-healing after resting.

Having revealed the generation of defect sites and their self-healing, we proceed to

analyze the parameters for mobile species (g and b), including activation energy for

ion migration (EA’), ion diffusion coefficient at 300 K (D300K), and concentration of

mobile ions (Ni). In brief, we note that the EA’ values are very close in each set of de-

vices (fresh, half-degraded, and recovered), and all the D300K values are within the

same order of magnitude, indicating that the mode of ion migration and the migra-

tion rates are not strongly changed. In addition, the Ni values for b of NMAI devices

and g of NMAI devices are slightly increased in both types of half-degraded devices

compared with the fresh and recovered counterparts (Figures 2G–2I). These results

indicate that the ion drifting becomes more prominent in the degraded devices, but

remains more or less identical in fresh and recovered cases. Hence, this leads to

more severe J-V hysteresis upon scan direction in half-degraded devices (Fig-

ure S8).2,39 The slightly enhanced ion migration could be a result of newly formed

defects that provide more hopping sites for ionic species.40,41 All the detailed pa-

rameters for mobile ions are summarized in Table S1.
3714 Matter 4, 3710–3724, November 3, 2021



Figure 3. Characterization of trap states

(A) PL decay of various ODEA devices (fresh, half-degraded, recovered) measured by TCSPC.

(B) PL and EL intensities of ODEA devices versus the operational time.
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Further evidence on the defect generation and their self-healing is obtained

from time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) measurements, which are per-

formed on completed ODEA devices as an example (with contacts) (Figure 3A). All

these data are recorded from the same pixel. We note that the PL lifetime of perov-

skite layer becomes shorter after electric stressing (half-degraded) but turns to as

long as that of the fresh case after resting. This further confirms the defect genera-

tion during operation and the following self-healing behavior. Additionally, we

notice that occasionally half-degraded devices cannot show any signs of recovery af-

ter resting for a long time. In this case, we still observe the recovery of PL lifetime

(Figure S9), suggesting that the self-defect repairing still occurs, but other factors,

such as the degradation of organic charge transport layers, could represent an irre-

versible degradation mechanism hindering performance recovery.

To understand whether the generated defects concentrate at the surface or

distribute across the entire perovskite layer, we simultaneously measure PL and EL

on the devices by using chopped light (80 Hz) from continuous-wave laser

(450 nm) and a lock-in amplifier. We find that the decrease in EL intensity is much

more significant than PL (Figure 3B). Particularly, the half-degraded devices still pre-

serve more than 90% of the initial PL intensity. As such, the defect generation during

device operation is most likely to be concentrated at the interface of the perovskite

layer.
Mechanisms behind self-healing of defects

We use various techniques to probe the structural evolution of perovskites within

the devices, aiming to provide a rationale for the recoverable EL from the material

point of view. We first perform time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry

(ToF-SIMS) depth profiling. NMAI devices are selected as the candidates because

of their smooth film morphology, while the rugged surface of ODEA films is not

desired for accurately determining the ion distribution in the direction perpendic-

ular to the substrates (Figure S10). Figure 4A presents the ion distribution of fresh,

half-degraded, recovered, and completely degraded devices. All these data were

collected from different pixels on the same substrate. In the half-degraded sam-

ples, we observe increases in iodide signals within the TFB layer compared with

the fresh ones. In addition, a much larger number of iodides are visible in the

Au layer of the completely degraded cases. This owes much to field-dependent

halide migration, in which negatively charged ions move toward the anode under

positive electric bias. Notably, for the recovered samples, the distribution of io-

dide signals is almost identical to that in fresh counterparts, implying that the
Matter 4, 3710–3724, November 3, 2021 3715



Figure 4. Disentangling the factors underlying the self-repairing of devices

(A–C) (A) ToF-SIMS depth profiling conducted on NMAI devices (fresh, half-degraded, recovered, and completely degraded), showing depth profiles of

I�, Au�, and CH3
� ions. Surface elemental characterizations on perovskite films of ODEA devices (fresh, half-degraded, recovered) by XPS tests: Pb 4f (B)

and I 3d (C).

(D) Temperature-dependent dynamics for EL recovery.

(E) Multi-cycles of device aging and the effect of oxygen treatment.
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accumulated iodides within the TFB layer can move back to the perovskite layer

after resting.

Although the rugged surface of ODEA films makes it difficult to obtain reliable infor-

mation of the ion distribution using the ToF-SIMS technique, our X-ray photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements on ODEA samples provide results consistent

with the NMAI cases. The ODEA samples for XPS measurements, including fresh,

half-degraded, and recovered cases, are prepared by chlorobenzene rinsing to re-

move the top contact layers. The core-level spectra of Pb and I are shown in Figures

4B and 4C, from which we calculate the elemental stoichiometric ratios for iodine

referenced to Pb by integrating the respective peak area and with relative atomic

sensitivity factors in consideration. The I/Pb ratios are 3.8, 2.6, and 3.7 for fresh,

half-degraded, and recovered samples respectively. These results are in line with

the ToF-SIMS results on the NMAI samples, suggesting that surface halide defi-

ciency of the perovskite layer caused by field-dependent ion drifting, as well as their

back-diffusion during the resting period, are the reasons for device degradation and

self-repairing respectively.

Since halide back-diffusion is now demonstrated to be the underlying reason behind

EL recovery, the recovery dynamics are supposed to rely on the temperature due to

the thermodynamic nature of ion diffusion. Figure 4D shows the EQE evolution of the

half-degraded devices at different temperatures. As expected, the required recov-

ery time is significantly shortened at high temperatures. It takes �3 min, �30 min,

and �60 min for recovery of half-degraded devices to over 90% of initial EQEs at
3716 Matter 4, 3710–3724, November 3, 2021
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80�C, 60�C, and 40�C, respectively. It is worth mentioning that a high temperature of

over 60�C damages the devices, as shown by the fact that long duration of treatment

decreases the device performance. In addition, a temperature as low as �18�C can

freeze the recovery; in this case, no improvement can be observed after 10 days of

storage (Figure S11). These observations are consistent with the dependence of ion

diffusion coefficient on temperature, which further confirms that ion back-diffusion is

crucial for EL recovery.

Another phenomenon that additionally supports the generation of halide vacancies

and self-repairing being the main reasons behind device degradation and recovery

is the remarkable oxygen passivation effect. We find that a very short-term (�2 min)

exposure of degraded devices to dry oxygen atmosphere leads to dramatically

enhanced peak EQE values. In contrast, no improvement is visible by resting the

degraded devices in N2 for the same duration (Figure S12). This is in good agree-

ment with previous reports that negatively charged superoxide (O2
�) can bond

with halide vacancies (VI
+), leading to an enhancement of the PL properties.42,43

We notice that although oxygen-exposure-induced EL recovery can be performed

cyclically, as shown in Figure 4E, the effects become less pronounced with increasing

the number of cycles, possibly due to the fact that superoxide penetration into pe-

rovskites can also result in perovskite degradation.16,44 In addition, as revealed in

the previous report, oxygen passivation is a temporary effect that tends to gradually

diminish in N2 atmosphere due to oxygen desorption.30 As such, the self-defect re-

pairing caused by halide back-diffusion still occurs in oxygen-treated devices

(Figure S13).

With all the collected evidence, we are now able to present the mechanisms for the

dominant degradation pathway and EL recovery in PeLEDs, as illustrated in Figures

5A and 5B. In analogy to the other prevailing LEDs, luminance of a PeLED typically

presents a double exponential decay including an initial fast component and a sub-

sequent slow one.1,45 Given that the half-degraded PeLEDs can at least recover to

�90% of their initial luminance, the fast decay component in the current cases is

dominated by the field-dependent halide migration toward HTL at the surface of

perovskite layer. The directional ion motion leads to the formation of a larger num-

ber of positively charged vacancies (VI
+) distributed at the interface, leading to se-

vere EL quenching (Figure 5A). Once the bias is removed, the halides within the

HTL undergo directional back drifting to the surface of perovskites, repairing the de-

fects and thus recovering the EL (Figure 5B). Notably, this is an uphill diffusion pro-

cess in which halides move toward the region with high ion concentration.45 We thus

believe that this process is driven andmanipulated by the electrostatic potential gra-

dients due to the presence of a reversed electric field caused by space charges. This

takes over the effect of concentration gradients and pushes the negatively charged

ions to move back and heal the vacancies. The dynamics of device recovery is consis-

tent with the proposed model, as the recovery speed slows down over time as a

result of decreased potential gradients (Figure S14). Since ion diffusion is a thermally

activated process as well, a high temperature can reduce or overcome the energy

barrier and hence facilitate halide back-diffusion, while a low temperature can miti-

gate or even freeze the recovery. The diffusion dynamics may be described by the

Nernst-Planck equation, but more systematic modeling work is required.46 Anyway,

our findings suggest that the self-repairing in PeLEDs is fundamentally different from

the previously observed self-recovery of PL from photo-induced damage.

Although the back-diffusion of halide anions and relevant self-recovery of the EL can

contribute to the long-term stability of PeLEDs during practical applications, we
Matter 4, 3710–3724, November 3, 2021 3717



Figure 5. The mechanisms and a remedying solution to improve the stability

(A and B) The degradation and recovery process of PeLEDs. Defect generation due to halide drift under the electrical bias (A); defect self-repairing due

to electrostatic potential-driven halide diffusion toward perovskite layer (B).

(C–F) Photophysics and the key device characteristics for ODEA-perovskites with and without post-PEAI treatment. Relative PLQYs dependent on

excitation fluence (C); PL decay probed by TCSPC (D); EQE-current density (EQE-J) curves (E); operational lifetime at a constant current density of

100 mA cm�2 (F).
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highlight that it is more critical to suppress the halide migration in the first place.

Based on the mechanisms revealed above, surface engineering strategies including

surface passivation or introducing a block layer between HTL and perovskites would

be very promising to boost the operational stability. We thus treat this key interface

by 2-phenethylammonium iodide (PEAI) solutions.47,48 To identify the functionality

of PEAI treatment in the current case, wemeasure relative photoluminescence quan-

tum yields (PLQYs) as a function of excitation fluence, as well as PL lifetime by TCSPC

tests, of which the results are shown in Figure 5C and 5D respectively. Compared

with that of ODEA-control samples, the PLQYs of PEAI-treated thin films are much

higher at low excitations (below �3 mW cm�2) and almost independent upon exci-

tation fluence ranging from�0.2 to�140 mW cm�2. In addition, a prolonged PL life-

time is achieved. Although the peak value of PLQY remains unchanged, these results

are clearly suggestive of further elimination of defect sites by this post surface

treatment.

As expected, the defect management at the perovskite/HTL interface brings about

a much-prolonged device operational lifetime; i.e., a T70 (70% of its initial EQE

value) of �7,700 s at a current density of 100 mA cm�2 (with initial radiance

�110W sr�1 m�2) compared with �700 s of ODEA-control films (with initial radiance

�100 W sr�1 m�2) (Figure 5E). We also note that the PEAI post treatment leads to

slight increases in the peak EQEs/maximum radiance (Figures 5F and S15). Particu-

larly, a high EQE of 22.8% has been achieved, which is among the best so far for

near-infrared (NIR) PeLEDs.
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In summary, we have revealed a unique self-repairing behavior in PeLEDs where the

performance of moderately degraded devices can restore to over 90% of its initial

value after resting. This phenomenon arises from the back-diffusion of halides

(driven by electrostatic potential) within the HTL toward the interface of perovskite,

a process that repairs the halide vacancies at the interface and results in the self-anni-

hilation of trap states. In this regard, we demonstrate that one of the dominant

degradation pathways in state-of-the-art PeLEDs is the generation of halide va-

cancies at the perovskite/HTL interface caused by field-dependent ion drifting dur-

ing operation. We have validated our findings by passivating the defects between

perovskite and HTL, resulting in significantly prolonged operational lifetime. Our

findings indicate the critical role of interfacial damage on the device stability and

pave the way for stable PeLEDs by rational interfacial engineering.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Feng Gao, e-mail (feng.gao@liu.se).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability

The data presented in this work are available from the lead contact upon reasonable

request.

Device fabrication and characterization

The details for fabricating ODEA passivated FAPbI3 devices and NMAI-based

mixed-dimensional perovskites (NMA2FAnPbI3n+1) have been described in the pre-

vious literature.5,6,29 In detail, 0.13 mmol of PbI2, 0.26 mmol of formamidinium io-

dide (FAI), and 0.039 mmol of ODEA were mixed and dissolved in 1 mL of dimethyl-

formamide (DMF) to prepare the ODEA precursor solution. In addition, 0.12 mmol

of PbI2, 0.12 mmol of FAI, and 0.12 mmol of NMAI were mixed in 1 mL of DMF for

preparing the NMAI precursor. In addition, the precursor solutions for green PeLEDs

were prepared by mixing 0.2 mmol of PbBr2, 0.2 mmol of CsBr, 0.08 mmol of phe-

nethylammonium bromide (PEABr), and 4.0 mg of 1,4,7,10,13,16-hexaoxacyclooc-

tadecane (18-crown-6) in 1 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The ZnO nanocrystals

were synthesized according to the literature.5

ITO glass substrates were subsequently cleaned with deionized water and ethanol,

followed by UV-ozone treatment for 20 min before use. For ODEA and NMAI de-

vices, ZnO nanoparticles were spin coated on the cleaned ITO substrates at

4,000 rpm for 30 s in ambient conditions. Afterward, the coated substrates were

moved into a N2-filled glovebox for the deposition of PEIE (1.1 mg mL�1 in isopro-

panol). The perovskite layer was deposited at a spin-casting rate of 3,000 rpm. The

thickness of NMAI films is around 50 nm. Due to the nano-island feature, it is hard to

accurately determine the thickness of ODEA films. Both as-casted ODEA and NMAI

films were annealed at 100�C for 10 min. For the surface passivation, 2-phenethy-

lammonium iodide (0.25 mg mL�1 in isopropanol) was dynamically spin-coated on

the annealed perovskite films at 3,000 rpm for 30 s and annealed at 100�C for

3 min. TFB (12 mg mL�1 in chlorobenzene) was then spin-coated on top of the

perovskite films at 3,000 rpm for 30 s. The thickness of TFB is around 50 nm on

NMAI films. After that, the substrates were moved into a thermal evaporator for

the deposition of MoO3 (7 nm) and Au (80 nm) layers. For green PeLEDs, poly(9-
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vinylcarbazole) (PVK) solution (average Mn = 25,000–50,000, 6 mg mL�1 in chloro-

benzene, �10 nm) was spin coated on the cleaned ITO substrate at 3,000 rpm for

40 s in the glovebox, followed by thermal annealing at 120�C for 20 min. Afterward,

the perovskite solution was deposited at a spin-cast rate of 3,000 rpm. The perov-

skite films were annealed at 100�C for 1 min. Finally, TPBi (40 nm) and electrode

of LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm) were deposited by the thermal evaporator. The active

area of our PeLEDs is 7.25 mm2.

All the PeLEDs weremeasuredwith a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter incorporated with a

QE Pro spectrometer (Ocean Optics) at room temperature in a N2-filled glovebox.

The absolute radiance value was calibrated by a visible-NIR light source (HL-3P-

INT-CAL plus, Ocean Optics). The ODEA and NMAI devices were operated at a con-

stant current density of 50 mA cm�2 to determine peak EQE values. A large current

density of 100 mA cm�2 was used to accelerate device degradation. For J-V charac-

teristics, the devices were swept from zero bias to forward bias with one step of

0.05 V and for 300 ms each step. The active area of our devices is 7.25 mm2.

Thin-film characterization

TCSPC for PL lifetime was measured by using an Edinburgh Instruments spectrom-

eter (FLS1000) with a 635-nm picosecond laser (less than 100 ps, 1 MHz for complete

ODEA devices, and 0.2 MHz for the ODEA- and PEAI-treated perovskite thin films).

The instrument response function (IRF) is less than 200 ps. To accurately evaluate the

evolution of PL decay after degradation and recovery, all the data are collected from

different pixels on the same substrate. The relative PLQY is performed by using a

450-nm continuous-wave laser and calculated as the integrated PL intensity divided

by the excitation fluence.49 The thicknesses of charge transport layer and NMAI films

in the devices are determined by a Dektak profile system. The morphology of

perovskite films was measured by a scanning electron microscope (SEM; LEO

1550 Gemini).

XPS measurements were conducted by using a Scienta ESCA 200 spectrometer in

ultrahigh vacuum (�1 3 10�10 mbar). A monochromatic Al (Kɑ) X-ray source was

used to provide photons with 1,486.6 eV. The full width at half-maximum of the clean

Au 4f7/2 line (at the binding energy of 84.00 eV) was 0.65 eV. All the spectra were re-

corded at a photoelectron take-off angle of 90�. The thin-film samples for XPS mea-

surements were obtained from rinsing complete devices with chlorobenzene to re-

move the contacts and TFB layer. The XPS measurements were performed within

12 h once the devices were degraded. The X-ray beamwas set to focus on each pixel

of the same substrate.

In situ EL and PL measurements

The degradation of PL and EL of PeLEDs with encapsulation were measured simul-

taneously in ambient conditions at room temperature. A square function wave

voltage (80 Hz) from a function generator (Tektronix AFG 3000) was used to drive

the excitation light (450-nm laser diode). A Keithley 2400 source meter was used

to test PeLEDs at a constant current of 100 mA cm�2. An optical power detector

(Newport, 818-UV/DB) was used to detect PL and EL signals, and the excitation light

was filtered by a long-pass filter. The photocurrent signals (including the modulated

PL and DC EL signals) of the optical power detector were first amplified using a low-

noise current preamplifier (Stanford Research System, SR570) and measured using a

lock-in amplifier (modulated PL signal) and a source meter (DC EL signal). The inten-

sity of PL was controlled to less than 1/100 of the EL intensity by adjusting the driving

voltage amplitude of the laser diode.
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ToF-SIMS

ToF-SIMS measurements were performed on a ToF-SIMS.5 instrument (IONTOF,

Germany) operated in spectral mode using a 25 keV Bi3+ primary ion beam with

an ion current of 0.5 pA. For depth profiling, a 500 eV Cs+ sputter beam with a cur-

rent of 20 nA was used to remove the material layer by layer in interlaced mode from

a raster area of 300 3 300 mm. Negative ions were collected for depth profile anal-

ysis. Themass spectrometry was performed on an area of 503 50 mm in the center of

the sputter crater. ToF-SIMS measurements were performed on two different

batches of NMAI devices and the results are consistent.
TAS and DLTS

TAS and DLTS were performed with a Zurich Instrument MFLI lock-in amplifier with

impedance analyzer (MF-IA) and multi-demodulator (MF-MD) options. The temper-

ature of the samples was controlled by a cryo probe station Janis ST500 with a Lake-

shore 336 temperature controller from 240 to 300 K in 5-K steps with accuracy of 0.01

K using liquid nitrogen. For all measurements, an alternating current (AC) voltage

with amplitude of 20 mV was applied. The defect characterizations with TAS are ac-

cording to the previous literature.34 In brief, the emission rates (et) are obtained from

the peakmaxima of the derivative of the capacitance. These rates are linked to either

diffusion coefficient D (Equation 1) or capture cross section (s) (Equation 2):

et =
e2NeffD

kBTε0εR
(Equation 1)
et = svnNC exp

�
� EA

kBT

�
; (Equation 2)

whereNeff refers to the effective doping density, e is the elementary charge, kB is the

Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, ε0 the dielectric constant, εR the relative

permittivity, vn the thermal velocity of charge carriers, and NC the effective density

of states in the conduction band. The capture cross section can be determined

from Equation 2 using the following relationships for vn and NC :

vn =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kBT

pm�
e

s
(Equation 3)
Nc =

�
2pm�

ekBT

h2

�3
2

(Equation 4)

with the electron effective massm�
ezme and h the Planck constant. The diffusion co-

efficient depends on the temperature:

D = D0exp

�
� EA

0

kBT

�
; (Equation 5)

where EA’ is activation energy for ion migration and D0 is the diffusion coefficient at

infinite temperatures. EA’ and D0 are extracted from the slope and the cross section

with the emission rate axis using Equations 1 and 5. By taking into account the sur-

face polarization caused by the accumulation of mobile ions at the interfaces of the

perovskite layer, the concentration of mobile ions Ni is determined as:

Ni =
kBTDC2

e2
ε0εR

: (Equation 6)

Here, DC refers to the capacitance step in the admittance spectra of the contributing

ions. The trap density Nt was calculated by
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NtðEuÞ = � Vbi

eWkBT
u
dC

du
(Equation 7)
Eu = kBT ln

�
2svnNc

u

�
: (Equation 8)

For DLTS measurements, a frequency of 80 kHz was used and the pulse voltage was

provided by a Keysight Technologies 33600A function generator. Different pulse

voltage and temperatures were applied in order to measure all observed defects

in DLTS and R-DLTS separately. The duration of the pulses was 50 ms. For half-

degraded samples, the TAS and DLTS measurements were carried out immediately

once the bias was removed. All tests were finished within 12 h.
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